
NinjaTrader Version 7.0.0.17 Beta Release 17 - June 10, 2010 
Critical Information for users upgrading from Beta 15 or earlier. Please ignore if you are upgrading from Beta 16. 
Installation Instructions 
Video 
  
Please execute the following steps BEFORE upgrading to this new beta version: 
1. Start your current NinjaTrader 7 version 
2. Within the Control Center window select File > Utilities > Remove NinjaScript Assemblies and remove every single assembly listed 
3. Uninstall NinjaTrader 7 via Windows Control Panel 
4. Delete the files of the folder /Documents/NinjaTrader 7/bin/Custom (DO NOT delete the sub folders) 

5. 
Delete the folder C:\Program Files\NinjaTrader 7 if you have a 32-bit machine OR 
Delete the folder C:\Program Files (x86)\NinjaTrader 7 if you have a 64-bit machine 

  
Please note that any previously installed 3rd party components will NO LONGER be installed. 
If you run into any issues where NinjaTrader will NOT run, please report this to our Version 7 support forum for further instructions. 
  
  
3rd Party NinjaScript Indicators & Strategies 
You may install 3rd party NinjaScript components ONLY under the following conditions: 
- The component is built from Version 7 Beta 16 or later (ask the developer/author for a Beta 16 or later generated version) 
- The component is unprotected (ask the developer/author if it is unprotected) 
- The component is protected with RemoteSoft Protector Version 3.1 (please verify with the developer/author if this is the case) 
  
Backup Archives and NinjaScript Import/Export Archives 
- Any backup archive or NinjaScript archive created with Beta 14 or later will be incompatible with Beta 13 or earlier 
  
  
Status Issue # Category Comments 
Fixed 3750 General Handling which should prevent requesting data from provider when data was already in repository did not 

work properly for purely historical non intra-day requests. 
Fixed 3761 YAHOO adapter Dividends and splits had not been pulled correctly for some instruments 
Fixed 3762 Importing stock lists Status bar was not updated. 
Fixed 3763 Historical Data 

Manager 
Export historical data in HDM did not work. 

Fixed 3764 Charts Lines drawn nearly vertical were hard to select. 
Fixed 3766 Charts Handling which should avoid redundant bar requests from provider was not working properly for daily bar 

series 
Fixed 3767 Charts Indicator plot lines were not aligned correctly when they had thick plot lines 
Fixed 3768 Charts Changing period value/switching instruments quickly while data was still being loaded from provider could 

crash NT 
Fixed 3769 Charts HA indicator could yield error in log when on chart while period type/value is switched. 

http://www.ninjatrader-support2.com/upload/2010-05-20_0959.swf
http://www.ninjatrader.com/support/forum/forumdisplay.php?f=44


Fixed 3770 Charts Adding new Bar series when HeikenAshi indicator was on primary series could produced Bar series with 
transparent bar up/down colors. 

Fixed 3771 Charts Moving and removing global chart objects on charts with very different periods could crash NT. 
Improved 3772 Historical Data 

Manager 
Import data from MetaStock does not work with 64-bit version of NinjaTrader. Added error message to reflect 
this behaviour. 

Fixed 3774 Strategy Analyzer Fixed bug in Genetic Algorithm. 

Fixed 3775 Charts Copy/pasting draw objects on non-equidistant charts did not working on some language settings. 
Fixed 3776 Importing stock lists File->Utilities->Import stock list could crash NT if an instrument list was selected. 
Fixed 3777 PnL display PnL display could have been incorrect if connected to multiple connections where the first did not support 

currencies. 
Fixed 3778 Charts Changed date/time labels for bars types Kagi and Point and Figure from date only to logic depending on 

base bars. 
Fixed 3779 Charts Strategies which had indicators on non-overlay panels could produce new empty panels on consecutive 

backtests 
Fixed 3780 Strategy Analyzer Executions and PnL lines were missing on SA -> trades tab -> Chart 
Fixed 3781 Charts Indicators were not drawing with the dash style which was applied in indicator plot properties. 
Fixed 3782 Charts Changed 'session parts' to 'session date' mapping for @Pivots and WoodiesPivots 
Fixed 3783 Order entry Connecting to ZenFire then IB, and then placing a currency order on a ZenFire account could crash NT. 
Fixed 3784 Kinetick adapter Real-time volume for indexes could be off. 
Fixed 3785 Workspaces Deleting a workspace or renaming a workspace which had characters like brackets, quotes, etc. could crash 

NT. 
Improved 3786 Charts Amended exception text for indicator error when user sets an invalid plot value 
Fixed 3787 Charts Kagi charts' horizontal connection lines did not work properly in some cases 
Fixed 3788 Kinetick adapter Kinetick adapter produced a sequence of ConnectionLoss+Connected if the account had no L2 data 

enabled. 
Fixed 3789 Strategy Analyzer Entry executions of a EntriesPerDirection > 1 strategy could have placed on wrong location on chart and the 

exit had "phantom" duplicates 
Improved 3790 Charts Changed indicator price label formatting to the following: If not on the overlay scale justification or any 

(recursive) input indicator is not on the overlay scale justification, then go with indicator price label formatting 
logic, else go with bars series price label formatting logic. 

Improved 3792 Barchart adapter Incorporated latest API version from Barchart.com 
Fixed 3793 MBT adapter Account value BuyingPower no longer supported by MBT. 
Fixed 3794 NinjaScript 

strategies 
IExecution.Order could have been null. 

Fixed 3795 General When period type is not supported, write log message instead of exception, and use minute period type. 
Fixed 3796 General Throw error message when user tries to open a NT6.5 (or earlier) workspace, applies a chart template saved 

from NT6.5 (or earlier), or applies a Market Analyzer template saved from NT6.5 (or earlier). 
Fixed 3797 NinjaScript 

strategies 
Managing paired OCO orders has not been running through the regular NS strategies order handling. 

Fixed 3798 NinjaScript 
strategies 

Option "Immediately submit live..." was not properly executed for "Close positions" which could result in 
unprotected positions as the strategy trades live. 

Fixed 3799 Charts Reload historical data did not work properly for futures when timestamp of first bar on chart was before first 



defined rollover date. 
Fixed 3800 Charts Modified chart restore logic to be more tolerant if corrupt workspace is loaded (e.g. when saved after crash). 
Changed 3802 Kinetick adapter Can no longer use DTN account to login to Kinetick 
Fixed 3803 Charts Opening a historical daily chart when real-time daily chart already open could result in request to provider not 

being executed. 
Fixed 3804 Charts Improved performance of @MIN and @MAX indicators 
Fixed 3805 NinjaScript Chart objects on chart attached to a bar series which was not visible on a chart could be erroneously 

accessed in NinjaScript's 'DrawObjects' 
Improved 3806 General NinjaTrader now adds 'Version' tag to all template and workspace files. 
Fixed 3808 Instrument Manager Instrument Manager could crash when pressing OK. 
Fixed 3809 Historical Data 

Manager 
Import of minute data with 'import file timestamp represent start time of bar' option was calculating wrong 
time offset. 

Fixed 3810 Historical Data 
Manager 

Downloading historical data for only bid, ask, or last was deleting already existing data for bid, ask, and last. 

Fixed 3811 Charts Update of rollover offsets on first open of a chart did not work when done on date after last rollover date in 
rollover offset collection. 

Fixed 3812 Charts When a draw object tag and time was changed in property dialog at the same time, object was not removed 
from DrawObjects collection 

Fixed 3814 Strategy Analyzer Strategy Analyzer backtest/optimization properties panel could have been erroneously undocked 
Fixed 3815 SuperDOM Changing instruments quickly on SuperDOM with a workspace containing several linked charts to the 

SuperDOM resulted in endless requests. 
Fixed 3816 Charts Closing chart while bars reload was in progress could crash NT. 
Fixed 3817 NinjaScript strategy Adding indicator based on custom DataSeries yielded indicator exception 
Fixed 3818 Market Analyzer Instrument column name holding e.g. blanks could cause exceptions when saving the workspace or saving 

the MA as template. 
Fixed 3819 Instrument Manager Chart crash on editing instrument lists 
Fixed 3820 Charts Crash when disconnecting from PATS while chart data was loading 
Improved 3822 Charts X axis labels for charts with period type week, month and year uses improved logic 
Fixed 3823 Strategy Analyzer Chart tab->Right click->Indicators erroneously showed indicator properties besides plot properties 
Fixed 3824 Strategy Analyzer Strategy where indicator with custom series as input was added to a chart could crash NT when switching to 

chart tab 
Fixed 3825 Historical Data 

Manager 
Introduced progress bar for MetaStock import when import archive has a lot of unknown master instruments 

Fixed 3826 Charts/Strategies 
tab 

Amended parameters on a disabled strategy were not persisted. 

Fixed 3827 Strategy Analyzer Setting focus to "Optimize on" while in optimizer/walk forward mode and then pressing arrow up/down on 
keyboard could crash NT. 

Fixed 3828 TradeStation ATI Fixed bug on NTDataDownload caused by EasyLanguage incompatibilities 
Fixed 3829 Executions tab Executions attached to strategies in memory no longer can be removed. 
Fixed 3830 Charts X axis labels for labels after last bar of series could be off for non-intraday bars types: weekly, monthly and 

yearly 
Fixed 3831 Charts Calculating rollover offsets on sessions chart where session ending on different day than starting could 



calculate offset for wrong day when daily bars on server exists 
Fixed 3832 Charts Pressing OK on Data Series dialog could yield exception in certain scenarios 
Fixed 3833 Charts Opening charts with very high days back (e.g. 146,000 days = 400 years) could crash NT 
Fixed 3834 Charts Opening futures chart on day after rollover date before session begin could result in data requests from 

01/01/1800 
Fixed 3835 TDA adapter TDA API sending blank position information could throw off NT and prevent successful login. 
Fixed 3836 ZenFire adapter L2 ladder now is rebuilt after a connection recovery. 
Fixed 3837 Simulated accounts Deleting sim account did not work properly when account contained ATM strategies. 
Fixed 3838 Charts Close price of today's bar on daily charts could be wrong when last day's daily bar was not yielded from 

provider. 
Improved 3839 PFG adapter Previously the PFG API would report error as one requested historical data which would exceed the max 

lookback period. This was improved by PFG. In turn NT no longer would check "From" and "To" parameters 
on a historical data request 

 


